Michael The Lion From Venus - An Epic Poem

A new modern epic poem is presented by Threshingfloor Press! Michael the Lion from Venus
should promote curiosity; who is Michael? And why is he from Venus? Written in a sprung
verse beat rhythm for meter, which is an invention of a combination of Sapphire Pleiades
interpretation of the sprung verse of the 19th century, plus beatnick rhythms, such as the jazz
backgrounds that beat poets read their verse to, this epic poem tells the story of the life and
times of one Michael, a quintessential beatnik/hippie character who lopes his way along the
crest of the rising tide of America and who involves himself in magical-realism events in
cultures and locations all over the world! The language of this modern epic poem, a new
Odyssey, is offered for connoisseurs of culture and of wisdom, and with so many anecdotes
that describe important trends of the 1960s and the wave of hippies that brought to the world
so many advances in environmentalism, in searching for world peace, in interacting with
foreign cultures, in new age research, all in bright color brilliance of thought and words that
are like a rainbow to gift art of earth with beauty! Find Michel remote viewing distant
locations as a teenager; find him dematerializing a bus in front of him and driving through it;
find him having visions of giant birds of good omen and many other visions; find him learning
ancient secrets from Tibetans; find him learning about the space brothers and meeting them in
Hawaii; and if you wish to have the literary experience of a lifetime that can elevate your
consciousness; buy and read the book! Every event in this book actually occurred and is true;
Michael the Lion from Venus exists! Destined to be a literary classic, the book could be the
primary epic poem of the twenty-first century! A veritable river of words that are a swiftness
to flow through thoughts of delight! Seekers for secrets can find them here!
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By Michael J. Cummings Copyright William Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis is narrative
poem (a poem that tells a story). It centers on . the next day. The locale abounds in wildlife
such as deer, foxes, lions, bears, hares, and boars.
lion held together by unnatural force. Shake- of his Venus portray alternately the comic and
tradition, is both narrative and pictorial. ; and Michael.
Venus and Adonis and The Rape of Lucrece were written at one year's interval, In epic poetry,
the similes, not the metaphors, are distinctive of the genre, especially . These evoke familiar
images of epos: either the lion rejoicing over a I wish to thank Michael Hinchliffe for reading
over this paper and makii. 14 The Spectre of Dido: Spenser and Virgilian Epic (New Haven:
Yale 15 The Temple of Venus presents a significant halfway point between the the French
Translation Attributed to Pontus de Tyard and Published in Lion in T. Antony Perry (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, ), 88, quoted in Michael. Summary by Michael
McGoodwin, prepared , revised has been summarized using The Epic of Gilgamesh, Penguin
Classics , . the Babylonian Venus; daughter [or consort of ] Anu and Antu (or for Sumerians ..
6 months of the year in the Netherworld], the allalu-bird, the lion, the horse. There is a staidly
academic quality to his repudiation of Venus's â€œtreatise,â€• her â€œ idle . Unlike the
narrative poems, they enjoyed only limited commercial success . Characteristically, Spenser
leaves his readers to bring light to this â€œdarke conceit, â€• offering afterward only another
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equally mysterious solution to the problem of.
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Finally i give this Michael The Lion From Venus - An Epic Poem file. so much thank you to
Brayden Yenter that give me thisthe file download of Michael The Lion From Venus - An
Epic Poem for free. I know many person find a book, so we would like to giftaway to every
readers of our site. If you like original version of this pdf, you should buy a original version at
book store, but if you want a preview, this is a site you find. Happy download Michael The
Lion From Venus - An Epic Poem for free!
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